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His biggest mistake was trusting someone he shouldn’t have…
When a body is found abandoned under a bridge,
teeth and fingerprints removed, DCI Warren Jones and
his team have little to go on. And once they finally
identify the victim, the case doesn’t get any easier.
Estranged from his family but desperate to reconnect,
the victim led a solitary life – apart from secretive
liaisons with a series of partners he met online. Could
one of them be guilty of his murder? Or does the truth
lie closer to home?
The more Warren digs, the murkier the picture
becomes – re-written family wills, sabotaged CCTV
footage and black-market deals are just the beginning.
Only one thing is for sure: whoever was behind the
brutal murder, they carefully won the trust of their
victim before ending his life…
‘Gitsham’s DCI Warren Jones series is a winner.’ Goodreads reviewer
‘The cast of characters is amazing.’ Goodreads reviewer
‘I do love this series… Proper police procedurals… They twist and turn to get to
the end.’ Goodreads reviewer
‘I’m a big fan of this author.’ Goodreads reviewer
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Paul Gitsham

Creator of
DCI Warren Jones
Brought up in Coventry, Paul Gitsham started his career as a biologist before
retraining as a secondary school science teacher. Along the way, he had jobs
as a receptionist in a sports centre, an analyst at a UK bank (ensuring that
international terrorists and other ne’er do wells hadn’t embarrassed the
institution by opening a child’s savings account with them in the past), and
running a machine to stuff prize tickets into drinking straws for a promotion
by a fast food chain.
Now living in Essex, he started writing his DCI Warren Jones series in 2011.
Now numbering 11 books, Out Of Sight is the 7th full-length novel in the
series, with more in the pipeline.
Paul is a member of the Crime Writers’ Association and International Thriller
Writers.
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The DCI Warren Jones series
at a glance
First published in 2014, the DCI Warren Jones series is set in the fictional North
Hertfordshire town of Middlesbury.
In book one of the series, The Last Straw, we meet newly-promoted DCI Warren
Jones as he tackles his first investigation as Senior Investigating Officer, three
weeks after his move to Middlesbury CID. The brutal slaying of a university
professor not only exposes the seedier side of academia, it also highlights an
unexpected undercurrent of politics and tensions within the police that
threatens to undermine Warren’s position before he’s even started.
Warren Jones was born and bred in Coventry and joined the West Midlands
Police, despite his own father’s tragic history with the force. Promoted quickly
through the ranks, Warren eventually moves to Hertfordshire Constabulary,
taking over as DCI at Middlesbury CID, after its previous DCI left under a cloud.
Middlesbury CID is a unique ‘first response’ CID unit, dealing with major crimes
in Middlesbury and the surrounding towns and villages. But budget cuts mean
that the unit is constantly under threat of being closed and absorbed into
Hertfordshire, Bedfordshire and Cambridgeshire’s Major Crime Unit.
At home Warren’s wife, Susan – a biology teacher - is his rock. The couple have a
strong and happy marriage, and unlike many of his peers in fiction, Warren
doesn’t spend all his waking hours brooding and nursing a substance abuse
problem. Warren grows to love the team he works with at Middlesbury, and
forms a close relationship with them.
Over the course of the series, Warren and his team deal with serial rapists, farright activists, family tragedies and hidden abuses within powerful organisations.
Along the way, Warren and his team experience more than their own fair share
of tragedy.
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